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Peter Walmsley
Coach / Facilitator

Peter helps organizations navigate uncertainty. 
A highly experienced leader with extensive global experience, Peter helps shape 
strategic direction, drive organizational change, and provide leadership guidance, while 
developing critical relationships that lead to results.

An experienced leadership development professional, Peter works with companies worldwide, designing 
and running programs both in-house and as a consultant. He has a track record of success in building 
relationships across multiple levels in organizations, designing and facilitating offsite meetings, helping 
shape thinking and helping people develop actionable plans. Peter has a BA Honors in History from the 
University of York in England, is a MBTI Certified practitioner and is currently studying for an ICF accredited 
coaching qualification. Originally from London, UK he has lived and worked in Paris, Madrid, Geneva, San 
Francisco and now Boston, where he lives with his wife, Chitra, and two dogs. A passionate follower of 
English Cricket who has recently renewed his passion for horse riding, Peter spends as much of his spare 
time as possible in and around the stables.

More about Peter

Areas of expertise:

• C-Suite Leaders– helping leaders make 
sense of the challenges they face  

• Organizational change – helping 
organizations drive change  

• Heads of HR – helping new and existing 
heads navigate a path to success  

• Throwing Leaders– helping build the next 
generation 

• Listen and truly understand 
individual’s perspective 

• Ask questions that prompt 
reflection 

• Develop relationships built on 
mutual trust 

• Provide insights, ideas and inputs 
based on his global experience 

• Generate enthusiasm and energy

Clients appreciate 
Peter’s ability to:
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A leader in the truest sense, Peter is an incredible colleague and friend who has been at the center of and 
critical to all that has been accomplished at GSN Games for 6+ years. He has navigated us through the most 
difficult times, doing hard things with grace, intelligence, wisdom and great humor. Peter led an HR 
department that functioned absolutely seamlessly - truly breaking the mold with their consistent efficiency, 
positive attitude and outstanding guidance. Are his shirts loud, his glasses wildly colored, and his language a 
bit English for this citizen of a break-away colony? Sure. But despite those distractions - or perhaps in part 
thanks to that levity in his soul - for me and the exec team, Peter has been a trusted voice of reason, highly 
connected to the people throughout the organization, and with the highest level of skill and experience. 

— Mark Feldman CEO GSN Games  

There was never a topic that Peter couldn’t raise. There was never a topic where Peter couldn’t formulate a 
really solid point of view. And there was never a topic where his view wasn’t a helpful one. He was always 
able to unblock or help position any topic in my mind in a better, more informed way. There was lots of joy in 
the way he worked, a healthy dose of humor and a great level of “hey-this is the games industry”-
approach. Always serious business, but never too serious. And he was always present in the discussions, 
unfortunately a decreasingly common feature in us humans. 

— Wilhelm Taht – SVP Bingo & Casin  

It was great working with Peter. I can't express in words. I really admire the way he led difficult 
conversations, tough situations and silently solved problems without anyone noticing. 

— Kannan Raju – SVP Casino, Country Head India 

t was great working with Peter. I can't express in words. I really admire the way he led difficult conversations, 
tough situations and silently solved problems without anyone noticing. 

— Tricia Bertero – SVP New Games Development 
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